ABSTRACT Clustering short texts are one of the most important text analysis methods to help extract knowledge from online social media platforms, such as Twitter, Facebook, and Weibo. However, the instant features (such as abbreviation and informal expression) and the limited length of short texts challenge the clustering task. Fortunately, short texts about the same topic often share some common terms (or term stems), which can effectively represent a topic (i.e., supported by a cluster of short texts), and we also call them topic representative terms. Taking advantage of topic representative terms, it is much easier to cluster short texts by grouping short texts into the most similar topic representative term groups. This paper provides a novel topic representative term discovery (TRTD) method for short text clustering. In our TRTD method, we discover groups of closely bound up topic representative terms by exploiting the closeness and significance of terms. The closeness of the topic representative terms is measured by their interdependent co-occurrence, and the significance is measured by their global term occurrences throughout the whole short text corpus. The experimental results on real-world datasets demonstrate that TRTD achieves better accuracy and efficiency in short text clustering than the state-of-the-art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Short text documents are increasingly available with the advancement of online social media platforms, such as Twitter, Facebook and Weibo, etc. Clustering short text documents is one of the most significant text analysis methods to help extract knowledge from the abundant text data on the internet, such as news titles and tweets. The applications include event discovery [1] , social spam detection [2] , sentimental analysis [3] , etc. However, according to many researchers [4] - [6] , short text clustering is more challenging than the regular text clustering. It is due to the instant features (e.g., abbreviation and informal expression) and shortness of the text that brings sparsity, noise and high dimensionalities in the process of text analytics. Table 1 shows three examples of short text documents. As we can see, short texts contain lots of noise and provide limited contextual clues for applying traditional data mining techniques. Therefore, many adapted approaches were proposed for short text clustering in recent years.
Existing short text clustering methods broadly fall into two categories: representation-based methods [4] , [7] - [9] The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Laurence T. Yang. and model-based methods [5] , [6] , [10] . The representationbased methods focus on using enriched or compact features to represent short text documents to overcome the sparse issues of using vector space model for short text representation. Then, the conventional clustering methods, such as K-Means [11] , are adopted to group short texts. Example methods in this category include: Wiki_Method [7] , DLDA [8] , STC 2 [4] , LSI [12] , etc. These methods try to solve the sparsity of raw word feature representation through enriching short text features or extracting more compact latent features to represent short texts. For example, Wiki_Method enriches short text representation with additional features from Wikipedia; DLDA transfers topic relevant knowledge from auxiliary long texts to short texts for topic distribution vector learning; STC 2 adopts pre-trained word embeddings [13] and Convolutional neural network [14] to learn deep feature representation for short VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ FIGURE 1. The architecture of TRTD for short text clustering.
FIGURE 2. (a)
Term frequency distribution in the cluster of short texts on topic ''nokia lumia''. The term frequency distribution shows a long-tail phenomenon, where several terms have significant higher frequency. The short texts share two common terms: ''nokia'' and ''lumia''. (b) Illustration of a node-weighted and edge-weighted word graph. Each node represents a term with corpus-level term frequency as node weight. Each edge represents the co-occurrence relation between two terms with corpus-level co-occurrence frequency as edge weight. The topic representative terms within each cluster are closely bound up in regards to the nodes' weight and edges' weight.
texts. However, learning accurate representation for short texts is not easy since the short text is noisy, sparse and lack of context. What is more, the methods adopt external knowledge base may be inflexible when the relevant contextual contents from external resources are rare. The model-based methods are designed with new clustering strategies for short text documents to avoid the sparseness issues in short text representation. Example methods include: GSDMM [6] , GPU-DMM [15] , BTM [9] , TermCut [10] , WordCom [5] , etc. For instance, Ni et al. [10] proposed a bisecting clustering method, TermCut, to extract one core term for each short text cluster. However, similar to TextRank [16] , a single representative term is often insufficient to determine the topic of a short text cluster. Jia et al. [5] proposed a method, WordCom. It first separates words into communities by using a K-Means based community detection method, k-rank-D [17] . One community represents one topic, and all the words in a community are treated as the representative terms of a topic. Then, the word communities will be used to infer cluster membership of short texts. However, the word community often involves noise terms (i.e., low-frequency terms).
Inspired by the previous studies [5] , [10] , [18] , which use words relation network to address the difficulties in short text clustering, in this paper, we propose a novel topic representative terms discovery (TRTD) method to find those significant terms that are closely bound up with each other as a group of topic representative terms for short text clustering. As we discussed before, shortness is a critical challenge for short text clustering. But every coin has two sides, within a limited length, short texts have to be very concise: using few but highly concentrated topic representative terms to express the main idea of the underlying topic. In fact, we have observed that any cluster of short texts about the same topic often share some common terms (such as ''nokia'' and ''lumia'' in Fig. 2 (a) ), and the topic representative terms within each cluster are closely bound up with each other (we define the closeness of different terms using the node/edge weights in word graph as shown in Fig. 2 (b) ). The proposed TRTD is based on these two key insights.
To extract topic representative term groups, we first construct a node-weighted and edge-weighted word graph (NEWG) for the corpus. Each node denotes a term, weighted by its term frequency at corpus-level, i.e., term frequencies are measured by their global term occurrences throughout the whole short text corpus. Each edge is weighted by the co-occurrence of two corresponding terms at corpus-level (see Fig. 2 (b) ). NEWG aggregates the words statistics from the whole short text corpus and thus relieves the sparse context and word co-occurrence patterns of short texts at document-level. Then, we locate seed terms whose node weight are relatively higher than most of their neighbors. For each seed term, we extract the closely bounded neighbor terms that satisfying the closeness measurement. Each seed term and its closely bounded neighbor terms form a topic representative term group for a short text cluster. Finally, short texts are grouped into a cluster by joining the most similar topic representative term group. Fig 1 shows the architecture of TRTD for short text clustering. There are three steps in TRTD: (1) constructing node/edge-weighted word graph, (2) extracting topical representative groups and (3) clustering short texts. In step two, we extract the topic representative term groups based on the closely bound up words relation pattern.
We summarize the main contributions of this paper as follows:
• We propose a novel topic representative term discovery (TRTD) method for short text clustering. TRTD defines the closeness between terms using a node-weighted and edge-weighted word graph. TRTD overcomes shortness and sparsity challenges of short texts using the aggregated word relation network built from the whole short text corpus.
• The proposed TRTD method addresses both insufficient and noise issues in existing methods of extracting topic representative terms. TRTD can effectively find those significant terms that are closely bounded up with each other as the group of topic representative terms.
• We conduct extensive experiments on real-world datasets to demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed TRTD for short text clustering. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents related work. Section III details the proposed approach. Experimental results are reported in Section IV. We finally conclude this paper in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we review the existing methods for short text clustering and classify these methods into two categories: representation-based methods and model-based methods.
A. REPRESENTATION-BASED METHODS
This type of methods focuses on learning effective representation vectors for short texts and exploiting traditional clustering methods such as K-Means [11] for clustering. The classic way to represent text data is via Vector Space Model (VSM) [19] , where texts are represented with term weight vectors. The weight for a term is based on the term frequency in text documents. However, as short text documents are sparse and most terms only occur once in a short text. Therefore, using the Vector Space Model to represent short texts will lead to high-dimensional and sparse vectors, which is less discriminative when calculating Euclidean distances or Cosine similarities [20] .
To solve the sparsity issue of representing short texts, researchers have enriched the context for short text representation. For example, Banerjee et al. [7] have augmented the TF-IDF representation for short text documents using relevant Wikipedia concepts. CLUTO 1 was used as the clustering engine to cluster short text documents based on the 1 http://glaros.dtc.umn.edu/gkhome/views/cluto/ augmented TF-IDF representation. Tang et al. [21] have proposed an integration framework which can incorporate different language knowledge and adopted matrix factorization techniques to reduce the high dimensional representation of tweets into more compact representations. Zheng et al. [22] have enriched short text representation to improve short text clustering performance. In their method, short text documents are mapped from an original feature space to a hidden semantic space by add virtual term frequencies of new words in a short text document. What is more, Huang et al. [23] have used the concept graph for keywords expansion on short text documents. In their method, they extract keywords from the concept graph to expand short text to address the insufficiency of the keywords in short text clustering.
Recently, some artificial neural network based methods were developed for short text representation learning. Kozlowski and Rybinski [24] have used neural network based distributional semantic model for enriching the semantic meaning of short text for clustering. Similarly, Xu et al. [4] have proposed STC 2 , which adopts deep learning techniques for short text representation learning. The core technique of STC 2 is a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [14] , which can learn new features from short texts. As CNN is a supervised model which needs extra labels to guide the training process, Xu et al. transfer the term frequency vectors of short texts into binary code vectors and use them as ground-truth labels. Then, they use word embeddings [13] to represent the short text and fed it into CNN. The output of CNN are used to fit the binary codes in the training process. After CNN has been successful trained, the last hidden layer of CNN is used to learn new features for short texts and K-Means is exploited to do the clustering task.
Other methods extract the latent semantic representation for text documents. One of the classic methods is Latent Semantic Index (LSI) [12] , which uses a term-document matrix to describe the occurrence patterns for a term in documents. Then, singular value decomposition is adopted to extract the latent semantic features for each documents by factorizing the term document matrix. Another famous method is Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [25] , which assumes text documents are generated by a set of latent topics. LDA infers the latent topic distribution to represent the text data. Jin et al. [8] have proposed a Dual Latent Dirichlet Allocation (DLDA) model to transfer the topical knowledge from auxiliary long text documents to short text documents to relief the sparsity issues in short text representation. Based on the enriched topic representation, they exploit K-Means to cluster short texts. However, the challenge for DLDA is that it is hard to choose a suitable auxiliary long text corpus to enrich the topic representation of the short texts.
B. MODEL-BASED METHODS
Model-based methods focus on designing new clustering strategies for short texts and do not need to represent short texts with feature vectors that required by traditional clustering methods. VOLUME 7, 2019 For example, Yin and Wang [6] have proposed GSDMM for short text clustering by adopting the Dirichlet Multinomial Mixture (DMM) model. GSDMM is a probabilistic generative model for short text corpus. It relieves the sparse issue of short texts in clustering task with the assumption that each short text is generated by a single latent topic. The topics of short texts are inferred through Collapsed Gibbs sampling methods and used as cluster labels.
Li et al. [15] have proposed GPU-DMM which exploits word embedding techniques [13] to relieve the sparsity issues of short text in topic inference. Compared with GSDMM, GPU-DMM inferences the topic index for short texts by promoting the semantic similar words with the similarity information from the pre-learned word embeddings. BTM [9] infers the latent topics for short texts by explicitly modeling the generation of bi-terms in the whole short text corpus. In the aspect of reliving the sparse issue for short text in topic mining, BTM transfers the whole corpus into bag of word pairs and infers the latent topic distributions with the aggregated patterns of word co-occurrence.
Qiang et al. [26] have proposed a Pitman-Yor process mixture model (PYPM) based on collapsed Gibbs sampling for short text clustering. PYPM improves GSDMM by automatically determining the cluster numbers for short text dataset with Pitman-Yor process. Specifically, in the short text clustering process, a short text chooses an existing active cluster or a new cluster with the probabilities derived from the Pitman-Yor Process Mixture model.
Researchers also have proposed models to exploit word graph or text graph for short text clustering. For example, Ni et al. [10] have proposed TermCut, which finds one core term for one cluster by using a bisecting clustering method. TermCut models the short text dataset as a connected graph in which each node represents a short text. At each step of bisection, one core term is extracted through optimizing the clustering criterion RMcut. The RMcut value of a word is used to determine if the word shows the best cluster quality by dividing the short texts into two groups-contain or not contain the word.
Jia et al. have proposed WordCom [5] which adopts krank-D [17] on word co-occurrence network to separate words into communities which represents different topics. The discovered word communities are used to infer cluster membership for short texts. Short texts can join into a word community if the short texts have a minimum cosine distance to the word community. What is more, Jinarat et al. [18] have used word semantic graph for short text clustering. In their method, the word semantic graph is constructed using the semantic similarity from word embedding techniques. Similar to Termcut, short texts are clustered if they contain at least one semantic word in the same semantic subgraph.
The proposed TRTD belongs to model-based method for short text clustering since it is a new clustering strategy, which needs not to learn the representation for short texts. Compared to existing word graph based methods, TRTD has successfully addressed the problems of sparsity, insufficiency and noise issues in short text clustering by exploring the closely bound relationship in terms to extract only the topic representative term groups.
III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
In this section, we firstly introduce basic concepts, define the short text clustering problem, and then present our proposed TRTD. The TRTD includes three main steps: (1) constructing a node-weighted and edge-weighted word graph (section III.B), (2) extracting topic representative term groups (section III.C), and (3) clustering short texts (section III.D).
A. BASIC CONCEPTS AND PROBLEM DEFINITION
We adopt the definitions of document and corpus in [25] :
• A document is a sequence of n terms denoted as d = {w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w n }, where w i is the i-th term in d. As for short text documents, n is quite small compared with regular length documents.
• A corpus is a collection of m document denoted as
We have the following definitions used in this paper:
Definition 1 (Node-Weighted and Edge-Weighted Word Graph (NEWG)):
In NEWG, each node represents a term in the short text corpus with the term frequency as the node weight. Each edge of NEWG represents the co-occurrence relations of two terms in the short text corpus with the co-occurrence frequency as the edge weight. NEWG contains the structure of topical representative term groups for each short text cluster in corpus D.
Definition 2 (Seed Term):
A term in NEWG is a seed term if it shows the following two attributes: (1) significantly higher node weight than most of its neighboring terms; (2) densely connected with its neighboring term. Examples of seed terms are shown in Fig. 2 (b) , where nodes ''black'' and ''nokia'' are two seed terms.
Definition 3 (Affiliated Term):
A term in NEWG is an affiliated term if it shows strong closeness relationships with a seed term. The relationship between two terms is denoted by edge weight and node weight.
Given a short text corpus D with m unlabeled short texts, the problem of short text clustering is to partition D into k different groups, in which short texts in the same group are more similar to each other than those in other groups.
B. NODE-WEIGHTED AND EDGE-WEIGHTED WORD GRAPH CONSTRUCTION

Given a short text corpus, D, it contains a collection of short text documents denoted as
where m is the number of documents in D. WordCom [5] also constructs a word graph for short text clustering, which extracts word communities based on word co-occurrences. But WordCom only considers edge-weighted graphs using word co-occurrences, while the significance of the words themselves is neglected. Our goal is to find groups of closely bounded significant terms using both the closeness of words in co-occurrences and the significance of individual words.
Here, we construct a node-weighted and edge-weighted graph, G = (V , E), for words in the texts in D (lines 1-10 in Algorithm 1). The node set V consists of the distinct terms in D, and each node, say w, is weighted by the corresponding corpus-level term frequency, f (w). For an arbitrary edge e(∈ E) linking two nodes (say, w and v), it represents the co-occurrence of the two corresponding terms, and it is weighted by the corpus-level co-occurrence frequency f (w, v) of the two terms (see Fig. 2 (b) for an illustration) . Due to the sparsity of short texts, many words co-occur only once or twice across all documents. To diminish the impact from these unusual co-occurrences, we filter them out by the following rule:
C. TOPIC REPRESENTATIVE TERM GROUP DISCOVERY
In this section, we extract topic representative term groups based on graph G constructed in section III-B. Before we present the detailed algorithm, we analyze the connection of intra-cluster terms and the connection of inter-cluster terms. Intuitively, the frequent terms within a cluster are densely connected, while the terms of different clusters are loosely connected or even disconnected. Fig. 2 (b) shows the top 6 frequent terms from topics ''black friday'' and ''nokia lumia'' from a part of the Title dataset [6] used in this paper. As we can see, the term black is the most frequent term in the cluster ''black friday'', which acts like a seed term densely connected (i.e., high co-occurrence) by the other 5 frequent terms (acting like black's affiliated terms). Similar phenomenon can be observed on term nokia in the cluster ''nokia lumia''. Meanwhile, the frequent terms nokia, lumia, and launch are also connected to term black, but with very few connections/supports (e.g., 3 out of 280 from nokia). Our proposed TRTD is to extract these seed terms and their closely bounded affiliated terms.
Formally, a seed term (see Definition 2) in graph G is a node, whose weight is relatively higher than most of its neighbors. The following condition gives the criteria for seed term selection:
where N (w) is the set of w's neighbors in G, and SeedSet is a set to record the already discovered seed terms. We define a seed term's affiliated terms (see Definition 3) as those nodes that not only have relatively high frequency but also present sufficient supports to the seed term in graph G. The following gives the selection criteria of a seed term's affiliated terms: 2 Initiate a multiset V = ∅, a multiset E = ∅, a set SeedSet = ∅ and a set C = ∅. 10 Construct a node-weighted and edge-weighted graph G based on V and E. 11 //Step 2: Extracting topic representative term groups. 12 Sort nodes in V in descending order according to node weight f (w). 13 for node w ∈ V do 14 Retrieve w's neighbors in G as set N (w). 16 Initiate a set c w = ∅ to store seed term w and its affiliated terms. 23 Add w into both set SeedSet and set c w .
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Add c w into term group set C. f (v) requires that v gives sufficient supports to w. For each seed term w, we use A(w) to denote all the affiliated terms of w. Then, each seed term and its affiliated terms form up a topic representative term group, denoted as c. Through Rule 1 and Rule 3, the term in NEWG with lower term frequency or lower co-occurrence frequency with seed terms will not be chosen as representative terms. In this way, TRTD discards noise terms that have relatively lower term statistics. VOLUME 7, 2019 Note that, if we randomly search seed terms in graph G, we may need to examine one node multiple times. For example in Figure 2 (b) , based on the selection criteria in rule 2, both terms black and nokia will be extracted as seed terms. Suppose in current round, the node in examination is nokia but black has not been determined as a seed term, then the term nokia cannot be extracted as a seed term in this round, as its neighbor black has a higher frequency. Hence, nokia will be examined multiple times. To quickly find all seed terms, we examine all nodes in graph G in descending order in terms of node weight. In this way, all of the terms in G will be examined only once, which significantly decreases the computational cost. Lines 11-27 in Algorithm 1 present the details of this step.
D. SHORT TEXT CLUSTER MEMBERSHIP ASSIGNMENT
The topic representative term groups are extracted from the short text corpus as core terms to represent short text clusters. Therefore, we can use them as virtual cluster centers to group short texts. Short texts are clustered into the same group if they share the same virtual closest cluster center.
Suppose that we have extracted K topic representative term groups, C = {c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c K }. We define the similarity between a short text and a keyword group by considering the length of their overlapped terms. For an arbitrary short text d i ∈ D, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, we assign the cluster index of d i as k, if d i has a larger number of common terms with topic representative term group c k than any other groups. The following equation gives the criteria of cluster membership assignment for short texts:
where |d i | denotes the number of terms in document d i , |d i ∩ c j | denotes the number of common terms shared by d i and c j .
The overall process of TRTD for short text clustering is presented in Algorithm 1. In step 1 (at Lines 1-10), we calculate term statistics, such as f (w), f (w, v) and N (w), and construct the node-weighted and edge-weighted word graph G based on the term statistics. We use function CountFrequency shown in line 7-8 to calculate the corpus-level term frequency and term co-occurred frequency by adding all the terms and term pairs into two multisets (allowing for multiple instances), respectively. In step 2 (at Lines 11-27), we extract representative topic term groups. We infer the cluster label for short texts in step 3 (at Lines [28] [29] [30] [31] .
Note that, the computational cost of TRTD is spent on three steps. TRTD firstly extracts the statistical information of words, such as word frequency and word co-occurrence frequency and constructs node weighted and edge weighted word graph, with the time cost of O(|D| * (¯l * (l−1)
2 )), wherel is the average length of short text documents, |D| is the document number of the dataset. Then, TRTD discovers topic representative term groups based on NEWG with the complexity of O(|V | * N ), where |V | is the vocabulary size andN is the average effective neighboring terms for the seed terms. Finally, TRTD computes the distance between short texts and the discovered keyword groups to determine the cluster label of short texts with the complexity of O(|D| * K ). The total time complexity of TRTD is O(|D| * (¯l * (l−1) 2 + K ) + |V | * N ).
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present our experimental setup in Section IV-A, discuss the optimal parameters of the proposed method in Section IV-B and evaluate the accuracy, effectiveness and efficiency for short text clustering in Section IV.C-E, respectively.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 1) DATASETS
We adopted two real-word short text datasets with ground truth cluster labels in our experiments. Table 2 shows the basic statistics of the datasets. Title Dataset: The Title dataset is a combination of news titles used in Yin and Wang [6] and those used in our previous work (Huang et al. [27] ). The original new titles dataset provided Yin et al. was crawled on November 27, 2013 from Google News website. Huang et al. crawled the news titles published between July 1, 2013 and November 2, 2013 from the website InfoPig 2 and identified around 20 events from the news titles. Here, we combine the two datasets into a bigger news title dataset. We remove the clusters that contain less than 50 short texts. The combined Title dataset includes 56, 886 different news titles and each title averagely comprises 6.10 words. These titles have been grouped into 73 clusters and they have 19, 120 distinct words in the dataset. The maximum title cluster contains 22, 745 short texts. The minimum cluster contains 50 short text documents. The average cluster size is 779.
Tweet Dataset: The Tweet dataset is a combination of tweets provide by Yin et al. [28] and Yang and Leskovec [29] . Yin et al. collected tweets on Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) 3 in the 2011-2015 micro-blog tracks. We select the tweets provided by Yang et al. related to 16 different events happened in June 2009. To find the true historical events, we exploit the website 4 that records the major historical events happened in the world. Here, we combine the two tweet datasets into a bigger new tweet dataset. We remove the tweets clusters that contain less than 50 short texts. The combined Tweet dataset contains 167, 136 tweets and each tweet averagely comprises 7.54 words. These tweets have been grouped into 164 clusters and they have 70, 423 distinct words in the dataset. The maximum tweet cluster contains 105, 485 tweets. The minimum cluster has 50 tweets. The average cluster size is 1, 019.
Note that, the statistical information shown in Table 2 is collected after pre-processing original datasets by removing duplicated short text documents, converting letters into lowercase, removing stop words and words stemming.
2) COUNTERPART METHODS
We have compared the proposed TRTD with the following methods for short text clustering.
GSDMM [6] is a model-based clustering method for short texts. It assumes that each short text is generated from single latent topic and use Gibbs sampling technique to infer the topic index for each short text. Short texts belong to the same latent topic are grouped as a cluster.
BTM [9] is a probabilistic topic model for short texts. BTM infers the topics of short text corpus with the assumption that two co-occurrence words in a short text documents are generated from the same topic. BTM aims to overcome the sparsity of short texts by explicitly modeling the word co-occurrence patterns. Short texts that are generated by the same latent topic with the maximum probability are grouped as a cluster.
GPU-DMM [15] is a probabilistic topic model for short texts based on the Dirichlet Multinomial Mixture (DMM) model. GPU-DMM aims to ease the context sparsity of short texts by incorporating the recent neural network language model techniques to promote the semantically related words but rarely co-occurred words under the same topic with the generalized Polya urn (GPU) model. Short texts belong to the same latent topic are grouped as a cluster.
STC 2 [4] is a deep learning based clustering framework for short texts. It first adopts Convolutional Neural Networks to learn deep representation for short texts. After that, based on the new representations of short texts, K-Means is used to do the clustering task.
LDA [25] is a topic model based on assumptions that documents are generated by mixture latent topics in the corpus. Each document can be represented with a topic distribution vector which is inferred based on the words occurrence patterns. K-Means is adopted on the topic distribution representation for clustering task.
LSI [12] adopts singular value decomposition to factorize document-term matrix to identify patterns in the relationships between the document and the latent semantic space. Similar to LDA, the raw highly dimensional representation for documents in vector space model can be reduced into lower dimensional latent semantic space. K-Means is adopted on the latent semantic space representation for clustering task.
TextRank [16] is a graph-based ranking model for text processing. It can be used to find the keywords for a regular sized document. It constructs word graph with edge weight based word co-occurrence frequency. For clustering short text data, we adopt the cluster membership assignment strategies shown in section III-D.
We adopt the open source code for GSDMM, BTM, GPU-DMM, STC 2 and TextRank. For the implementation of LDA and LSI, we use the machine learning package: scikitlearn [30] and Gensim. 5 For BTM, GSDMM, GPU-DMM and LDA, they involve two main parameters: the topic number K and the Gibbs sampling iteration number I . We set K as the cluster numbers in the dataset and I as 500 for better accuracy. All the methods are run for 10 times to report the average clustering accuracy.
3) EVALUATION METRICS
As the adopted short text datasets include ground truth cluster labels, we adopt three popular external metrics: Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) [9] , Adjusted Mutual Information (AMI) [31] and Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) [9] to evaluate the clustering accuracy. We assume that the ground truth cluster partition of the dataset is denoted as C = {c 1 , · · · , c J }, where c i is the i-th cluster in the dataset. The predicted partition for the dataset is denoted as = {ω 1 , · · · , ω K }, where ω j is the j-th predicted cluster for the dataset. The metric are explained as follows:
a: ADJUSTED RAND INDEX (ARI)
The clustering process can be regard as a series of steps to decide the cluster labels of two short texts. If two short texts are originally in the same ground truth cluster and are predicted into the same cluster, or they are not in the same ground truth cluster but predicted into different clusters, then the decision is correct. Rand Index calculates the percentage of correct decisions. ARI is an improved version of Rand Index, which is defined as follows:
b: ADJUSTED MUTUAL INFORMATION (AMI)
Mutual Information (MI) measures the percentage of same information sharing by two partitions. AMI improves MI for the fact that MI may become less accurate when the number of clustering partitions is big. Let I ( ; C) denote the mutual information of the two predicted partition and ground truth partition for the dataset. H ( ) and H ( ) denote the entropy of and C. E[I ( ; C)] denotes the expectation of I ( ; C). AMI is defined as followings:
c: NORMALIZED MUTUAL INFORMATION (NMI)
NMI is designed as a compromise between the accuracy of the clustering and the total number of clusters. Similar to AMI, NMI is also an entropy-based metric that evaluates the amount of common information between two partitions:
The range of ARI, AMI and NMI is from 0 to 1, a larger value indicates a higher agreement between the ground truth partitions C and the predicted partitions for the dataset.
B. OPTIMAL PARAMETER ANALYSIS FOR THE PROPOSED TRTD
In this subsection, we study the optimal parameter settings of TRTD.
Figs. 3 and 4 show the clustering accuracy of TRTD with different parameter settings on Title and Tweet datasets, respectively. More specifically, Figs. 3 (a) and 4 (a) show the performance of TRTD changing with different γ setting. Here, we fix δ and θ with the best performance setting. As Tweet dataset is much larger than the remaining two datasets, therefore, the parameter γ on Tweet dataset is set from 10 to 200. As we can see, almost all of the three metrics show similar trend with the changing γ on the datasets. What is more, the performance of TRTD does not change too much with varying γ setting. This indicates that TRTD is insensitive to parameter γ . 
C. SHORT TEXT CLUSTERING ACCURACY ANALYSIS
In this subsection, we study the clustering accuracy of TRTD and the counterpart methods. Table 3 shows the clustering performance of all 8 methods on the two short text datasets. As we can see in Table 3 , the overall trend is that TRTD achieves the best clustering performance on the two short text datasets. Among 7 counterpart methods, GSDMM is very competitive, it ranks the second in all three metrics on both Tweet and Title except in ARI on Title. TextRank ranks the second in ARI on the Title dataset. However, we can see that our TRTD performs far better than both GSDMM and TextRank, which achieves 0.804 (NMI), 0.828 (ARI) and 0.781 (AMI) on Title and 0.810 (NMI), 0.842 (ARI) and 0.771 (AMI) on Tweet. The proposed TRTD achieves very similar accuracy for both Title (regular short text) and Tweet (instant short text). Considering the performance in three metrics on both datasets, the most competitive methods for TRTD are GSDMM and GPU-DMM. GSDMM and GPU-DMM achieve around 0.72 and 0.62 NMI accuracy on Title and Tweet datasets, respectively. As for ARI accuracy, GSDMM achieves around 0.232, which is slight better than GPU-DMM. For AMI accuracy, the two methods also show similar results, with 0.61 and 0.51 on two datasets, respectively. Both GSDMM and GPU-DMM adopt the Dirichlet mixture model to discover the topic index for short text corpus. Different from GSDMM, GPU-DMM incorporates the word semantic similarity using word embedding techniques. From the result, we can see that both methods do not perform well on large short text corpus. STC 2 incorporates semantic information from word embedding techniques and adopts Convolutional Neural Network to learn deep representation for short texts. It achieves 0.46 and 0.38 NMI accuracy on the two datasets. But STC 2 shows worse ARI accuracy results, which are around 0.06 and 0.01 on the two datasets. LSI shows better NMI results than STC 2 , which are around 0.59 and 0.50. The NMI results of LDA are around 0.41 and 0.38 on the two datasets, but LDA also shows worse ARI results. LDA is a topic model for regular length documents, it assumes that each document contains several different latent topics or semantics. This assumption may be not suitable for short texts due to their significant shortness and sparseness. Hence, LDA does not show better result compared with the other methods.
''-'' in Table 3 indicates that we did not get results for TextRank as TextRank need lots of memory resources to process large corpus. TextRank achieves 0.674 (NMI), 0.755 (ARI) and 0.548 (AMI) accuracy on Title, which are much better than STC 2 , LSI and LDA. This indicates that using keywords is promising to cluster short text corpus. But TextRank does not show better result compared with TRTD. TextRank extracts keywords but it can not determine if several keywords are from the same short text group. The results indicate that our proposed TRTD is better than TextRank for short text clustering.
D. EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS IN TOPIC TERM DISCOVERY
In this subsection, we analyze the effectiveness of topic representative terms discovered by TRTD, GSDMM, BTM, and GPU-DMM using typical examples. We choose 5 large topics (''rogen west'', ''music gala'', ''packer rodgers'', ''syria peace'', and ''alec baldwin''), which are supported by large numbers of short texts in the Title dataset. We adopt the top 10 most frequent terms in each cluster to represent the topic. Table 4 shows the ground  truth and Tables 5-8 show the results of topic representative term groups discovered by TRTD, GSDMM, BTM and GPUDMM, respectively. Compared with the ground truth in Table 4 , we can observe that TRTD (as shown in Table 5 ) can discover more accurate top frequent topic terms than other methods (as shown in Tables 5-8 . Taking the topic ''packer rodgers'' as an example, TRTD can discover 9 out of 10 most representative words for the cluster ''packer rodgers'', while BTM misses 5 and GSDMM misses 3. GPU-DMM is accurate to discover the top frequent representative terms for topic ''rogen west'',''music gala'' and ''packer rodgers'', but fails to discover the other two topics: ''syria peace'' and ''alec baldwin''. For example, the topic ''alec baldwin'' is about the scandal news of movie star ''Alec Baldwin'', but GPU-DMM also extracts the basketball star ''Kobe Bryant'' as the representative for this topic. The proposed TRTD focuses on discovering the most significant term groups for short text clustering by considering the closeness relations of two terms in the word network. Therefore, TRTD can discover more accurate top frequent terms as the representative terms and filters trivial terms at the same time.
E. SHORT TEXT CLUSTERING EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS
In this subsection, we demonstrate the efficiency of TRTD. All the experiments were conducted on a Linux Server with 2.30 GHz CPU and 64GB memory. TRTD, GPU-DMM, STC 2 , LDA, LSI and TextRank were implemented in Python. BTM and GSDMM were implemented in Java. For the probabilistic model based methods like BTM, GSDMM, GPU-DMM and LDA, we set their iteration number with 100 as a lower iteration setting will lead to inaccurate clustering result. Fig. 5 shows the execution time of different methods changing with the increased data sizes. As we can see, the time cost for these methods are approximately linear to the size of the dataset, but their running speed is different. TRTD costs less execution time and is apparently faster than other methods. On the contrary, the counterpart methods show worse efficiency compared with TRTD. Taking BTM as an example, BTM need to repetitively sample topic for each bi-term of the dataset multiple times and show the worst time efficiency among all the methods. TextRank show the second worst time efficiency. GSDMM and LSI show similar time cost within the increasing of dataset size.
V. CONCLUSION
We proposed a topic representative terms discovery (TRTD) method for short text clustering in this paper. TRTD exploits a node-weighted and edge-weighted word graph to find groups of significant terms that are closely bounded with each other as a topic representative term group, resolves the noisy and insufficient topic term discovery problem in the previous methods. TRTD also addresses the issues of sparsity and noisy in short texts clustering. Extensive experiments on real-world datasets show that our approach outperforms 7 counterpart methods in terms of accuracy, effectiveness and efficiency. Some future directions can be explored based on our proposed TRTD. As TRTD is efficient and effective, one of the potential research aspects in the future is to extend TRTD into clustering short text streams since short texts are often continuously generated.
